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Dr Melissa Bond
• Former high school teacher in South Australia (10 years)
• Research Associate (3 years, CvO Universität Oldenburg)
> PhD, 2020: ‘Facilitating student engagement through
educational technology: Current research, practices and
perspectives’
• EPPI-Reviewer Support Officer (Feb 2020 onwards)
• Systematic & mapping reviews







COVID-19 studies on teaching and learning in higher education
COVID-19 studies on teaching and learning in K-12
Artificial Intelligence in Higher Education
Student engagement and educational technology in higher education
Student engagement and the flipped learning approach (K-12)
Editor of the open access book Systematic Reviews in Educational Research
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Webinar outline
1. Quick info about EPPI-Reviewer Web and managing reviews
2. Matching items to MAG
3. Searching Microsoft Academic for a new review
4. Bringing a review up-to-date / Citation chasing
5. Keeping a review up-to-date – living reviews/maps
6. Further information
7. Discussion – Q & A time
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EPPI-Reviewer
EPPI-Reviewer evidence synthesis software was created to support the methodological work
conducted at the EPPI-Centre.
 Web-based - accessed from any device with an internet connection.
 Developed for all types of systematic review.

 Designed for flexibility.
EPPI-Reviewer helps by:
 keeping your review process explicit and replicable
 enabling you to work with many others in one review
 keeping your data in one place
 helping with large screening loads through priority screening
 allowing the easy creation of interactive evidence gap maps
 enabling updates to your review, including through machine learning
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/EPPIReviewer-Web/home
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EPPI-Reviewer Web
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppireviewer-web
 Works with modern browsers (Firefox,
Safari, Chrome).
 Works on web-enabled devices, e.g.
smartphones and tablets.
 Uses the same data as EPPI-Reviewer 4.

 Based on same tech as Google Docs and
Gmail.
 It is still in development – new
functionalities appear regularly (roughly
every 1-2 months).
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EPPI-Reviewer Account Manager

 Login using your EPPI-Reviewer username and password.
 Forgotten password and username facility.

 Create a new account.
 Activate your account.

In order to enable MAG for your
review, you need to email us:
EPPISupport@ucl.ac.uk
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Microsoft Academic Graph
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Microsoft Academic Graph

EPPI-Reviewer and Microsoft Academic
Main aim: to maintain a ‘surveillance’ of the literature
as it emerges to maintain reviews up to date

Machine learning models ‘learn’ the scope
of each review based on included studies

Review 1

Review 2
Microsoft
Academic

New papers arrive
every 2 weeks

New papers are
automatically added
to reviews when
adjudged to be
sufficiently ‘close’

Review 3
Papers included in
systematic reviews
in EPPI-Reviewer
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Using Microsoft Academic
Once MAG has been enabled in your review, you can click on ‘Update review’ to access it.
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Matching records to MAG

When using MAG for the first time, you’ll be prompted to match the records already in your review.
1.

Click on ‘Match records’.

2.

Click on ‘Run matching algorithm’.

3.

Click on OK.
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Matching records to MAG
Matching items can take a while – be patient and then click on the

icon.

Your matched records will be listed, alongside any that are low confidence matches or that couldn’t be matched.

 You will need to check these manually.

To check these, click on the first blue included number.
 Your items will be listed in the References tab, so click on GO on the first item.
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Matching records to MAG
1.

Click on the ‘Microsoft Academic’ tab in the Item Details page.

2. Look at the item details at the top and compare it to the match found in Microsoft Academic, indicating whether it’s correct or incorrect.
 You can also check the Score.
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Matching records to MAG

This is an incorrect match, so it needs to be looked
up in the MAG database.
1.

Click on ‘View in Microsoft Academic Browser’.

2.

If this is still incorrect, you will need to manually
search for the item. Click on ‘View in Microsoft
Academic’.

3. Type in the name of the item you’re searching for in the top search bar.
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Matching records to MAG
1.

Locate the correct item in Microsoft Academic and click on it.

2.

Note the unique Microsoft Academic ID number in the URL.

3.

Copy and paste that number into the Microsoft Academic ID space in the
item details records and click on GO.
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Matching records to MAG
If this is the correct item, click on ‘Correct Match’.
The record will then receive a Score of 1 for being a perfect match.

Returning to the Update Review screen
in MAG shows that the number has
reduced.
 Repeat for your other low and non
matched items.
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Searching Microsoft Academic

1.

Click on the ‘Search and browse’ button.

2.

Choose how you wish to search and click on the ‘Search’ button.

3.

You can then combine multiple word/phrase searches, using
Boolean operators – note that using “a phrase in quotations” will
combine words.

4.

You can then import the search results directly into your review,
by clicking on the
icon.

5.

You can also rerun a search, to filter by date.
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Importing a MAG search
1.

Click on the
icon and then confirm that you want to import the
items, by clicking the ‘OK’ button.

2.

The items will automatically be imported into your review as
included items.



You can find your import in the ‘My Sources’ tab on the
Review Home page



Clicking on the blue name will take you directly to a list of
those items in the References tab.
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Bringing your review up-to-date/Citation chasing
1.

In the MAG interface, click on ‘Bring up-todate’.

2.

Click on ‘Add new search’.

3.

Type in a description.

4.

Choose whether to search based on all
included items, or just those with a
specified code (if so, select code), e.g.
Include.

5.

Choose the search mode.


6.

known items = items in your review

Click on ‘Add new search’.
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Bringing your review up-to-date/Citation chasing
Click on the refresh button to check whether the search has completed.

Completed search:

 To import all of the items found, click on the Import button.
 To view the items and choose manually, click on the blue number.

 Click on an item’s name to see more information.
 Click on the blue back arrow and select the
for import.

icon to add it 19

Bringing a review up-to-date
Selected items will appear with a
‘Selected Papers’ list.

and be added to the

 To import them, click on ‘Import Selected’.

Repeat for all MAG searches conducted.

 Duplicates are often flagged and not imported.
 Just to be sure, run a duplicate check afterwards.

YouTube: https://youtu.be/DGcIOWX61xc
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What is EPPI-Visualiser?
EPPI-Visualiser is a new web database tool, displaying the studies and coding conducted in your review.
 Any changes made in your review are updated live in the database.

Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo

Source: https://t.co/EXPXjvHXgn?amp=1
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Living review examples
Schools and emergency remote education living review
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/EPPI-Vis/Login/Open?WebDBid=5

COVID-19 living map of the evidence
https://eppi.ioe.ac.uk/eppi-vis/login/open?webdbid=7

Video: https://youtu.be/bhQuGpeB2Lo
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Keeping a review updated – living reviews/maps
1.

In the MAG interface, click on ‘Keep up-todate’.

2.

Click on ‘Adding “New auto-update
subscription”’.

3.

Type in a description.

4.

Choose whether to search based on all
included items, or just those with a specified
code (if so, select code), e.g. Include.

5.

Click on ‘Add new auto-update subscription’.

6.

Every two weeks a new search will display.

7.

Click on Refine/Import to see choose which
items are imported.

8.

Click on the blue number, in order to see all of
the items.
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Keeping a review updated – living reviews/maps

1.

In order to save time, you can choose to
import the closest matches.

2.

Change ‘Import top’ to match those that are
given a score of -0.99.

3.

Click on Import!

4.

There are definitely more advanced features,
but I, too, am still learning 

5.

You will then need to screen and code the
new studies.
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Further information












EPPI-Reviewer homepage – sign up to a free one month trial.
Recorded introductory webinar on using EPPI-Reviewer Web.
Information about using Microsoft Academic Graph within EPPI-Reviewer.
EPPI-Mapper information – includes links to example maps.
EPPI-Mapper app
EPPI-Reviewer instructional video on interactive evidence gap maps.
EPPI-Reviewer instructional video on how to create an EGM using EPPI-Mapper.
Recorded webinar about creating interactive evidence gap maps.
Information about other machine learning capabilities in EPPI-Reviewer Web (e.g. priority screening).
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Contact Information
Dr Melissa Bond

Email:

melissa.bond@ucl.ac.uk

ER Support:
Twitter:

EPPISupport@ucl.ac.uk
https://twitter.com/misc_nerd

Website:

http://drmelissabond.weebly.com/

ResearchGate:
LinkedIn:

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Melissa-Bond-5
https://www.linkedin.com/in/bondmelissa/

YouTube:

https://www.youtube.com/user/EPPIReviewer4
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Q & A / Discussion
Do you have any specific questions about your own review/project?
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